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Abstract
The purpose of this note is to establish a direct link between the theory of unexpected
hypersurfaces and varieties with defective osculating behavior. We identify unexpected plane
curves of degree 4 as sections of a rational surface XB of degree 7 in P
5 with its osculating
spaces of order 2 which in every point of XB have dimension lower than expected. We put
this result in perspective with earlier examples of surfaces with defective osculating spaces
due to Shifrin and Togliatti. Our considerations are rendered by an analysis of Lefschetz
Properties of ideals associated with the studied surfaces.
1 Introduction
In the ground-breaking paper [2] the authors introduced the notion of unexpected curves.
Definition 1. We say that a reduced finite set of points Z ⊂ P2 admits an unexpected curve
of degree j + 1 if there is an integer j > 0 such that, for a general point P , jP fails to impose
the expected number of conditions on the linear system of curves of degree j + 1 containing Z.
That is, Z admits an unexpected curve of degree j + 1 if
h0(IZ+jP (j + 1)) > max
{
h0(IZ(j + 1))−
(
j + 1
2
)
, 0
}
.
This notion has been generalized to hypersurfaces in projective spaces of arbitrary dimension
in the sequel paper [9].
One of the first examples of unexpected curves (in fact this example has motivated this path
of research) was discovered in [5, Proof of Proposition 7.3]. The recent work [6] shows that it is
the unique example of an unexpected quartic. This example is derived from the B3 root system,
see [9, Example 4.6] and [1, section 2].
On the other hand the study of osculating spaces of projective varieties has a long history,
going back to Corrado Segre and Gaston Darboux. A modern treatment has been given in [15].
Definition 2. Let X ⊆ PN be a smooth, complete, complex variety. Let m ≥ 1 be an integer.
The m-th osculating space to X at P is the linear subspace Osc
(m)
P (X) determined at a point
P ∈ X by the partial derivatives of order ≤ m of the coordinate functions, with respect to a
system of local parameters for X at P , evaluated at P .
In particular, Osc
(1)
P (X) is just the tangent space of X at P .
A somewhat more formal, equivalent description is the following.
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2Let X be a smooth, complete, complex variety of dimension n and let L be a line bundle on
X. Let V = H0(X,L). The m-jet bundle of L is the coherent sheaf
Im(L) = (p1)∗(p
∗
2L⊗ OX×X/I
m+1
∆ ),
where ∆ ⊆ X ×X is the diagonal and p1, p2 are the projection maps
X ×X
X X
p1 p2
This sheaf is locally free of rank
(
n+m
n
)
and its fiber at a point P can be identified with
Im(L)P ≃ H
0(X,L ⊗ OX/m
m+1
P ),
where mP is the ideal sheaf of P ∈ X.
Then the m-th osculating space at P is the projectivization P(jk,P (V )) ⊆ P(V ) of the image
of the evaluation map
jk,P : V −→ H
0(X,L ⊗ OX/m
m+1
P ).
This agrees with Definition 2 in case X ⊂ PN and L = OX(1).
It is natural to expect that the space Osc
(m)
P (X) has at a general point P ∈ X the (projective)
dimension
(
n+m
n
)
− 1. If this dimension is lower than
(
n+m
n
)
− 1 at every point, then following
Shifrin [16] we say that X is hypo-osculating of order m. More precisely, the deficiency of
osculating spaces of X is measured by the number of Laplace equations X satisfies.
Definition 3 (Laplace equation). A projective variety X ⊂ PN of dimension n satisfies δ
independent Laplace equations of order m, if for a general point P ∈ X there is
dimOsc
(m)
P X = min
{(
n+m
n
)
− 1, N
}
− δ.
In this note we are interested in surfaces X ⊆ P5. It is then expected that dimOsc
(2)
P (X) = 5
at a general point P ∈ X. It has been noticed, apparently first by Eugenio Togliatti [17] that
there are hypo-osculating surfaces of order 2 in P5.
Our main results are the following Theorems.
Theorem A. Let Z = {P1, . . . , P9} ⊆ P
2 be the B3 configuration of points. Let f : Y −→ P
2
be the blow up of P2 at points of Z with the exceptional divisors Ei over Pi for i = 1, . . . , 9. Let
XB be the image of Y under the morphism defined by H
0(Y, f∗OP2(4) − E1 − . . . −E9). Then
a) XB is a surface in P
5 of degree 7 with 3 singular points.
b) In all points of the smooth locus (XB)sm, the surface is hypo-osculating with
dimOsc
(2)
P ((XB)sm) = 4.
c) There is a 1:1 correspondence between unexpected curves admitted by Z and second oscu-
lating spaces of XB at its smooth points.
Moreover, the divisor cut out on XB by the second osculating space at a general point of XB is
irreducible.
Theorem B. Let X ′B be the image of the morphism
η : P2 ∋ (a : b : c) −→ (a3 : b3 : c3 : a(b2 − c2) : b(a2 − c2) : c(a2 − b2)) ∈ P5.
Then
3a) X ′B is a smooth surface of degree 9 in P
5.
b) The surface X ′B is hypo-osculating with
dimOsc
(2)
P (X
′
B) = 4
for all points P ∈ X ′B, except those in the B3 configuration, i.e., except the images of
points P1, . . . , P9.
Part a) of Theorem A is proved with Proposition 8, part b) is Proposition 9 and part c) is
an easy consequence of Lemma 17. Theorem B is proved in Propositions 19 and 20.
2 The Shifrin sufrace
In this section we recall briefly an example of a surface embedded in P5 by a complete linear
system which satisfies a Laplace equation of order 2. Let XS ⊆ P
5 be the image of the mapping
ϕ : P1 × P1 ∋ ((s : t), (u, v)) → (stv : t2u : s2v : stu : s2u : t2v) ∈ P5.
Let u0, . . . , u5 be the coordinates in P
5. Then the ideal I(XS) defining XS is generated by 6
quadrics
u23 − u1u4, u2u3 − u0u4, u0u3 − u4u5
u1u2 − u4u5, u0u1 − u3u5, u
2
0 − u2u5
and its minimal free resolution is
S/I(XS)← S ← S(−2)
⊕6 ← S(−3)⊕8 ← S(−4)⊕3,
where S = C[u0, . . . , u5].
Note that the linear system defining ϕ is of bidegree (2, 1). If we consider this system directly
on P1 × P1, then we have clearly
h0(P1 × P1,O(2, 1)) = 6
and for every point P = (P1, P2) ∈ P
1 × P1 there exists a divisor with a triple point there,
namely this is
DP = 2 · {P1} × P
1 + P1 × {P2}.
In particular this divisor is reducible and non-reduced for all points P . Thus, even though the
existence of DP is unexpected from the point of view of counting conditions, it is easily explained
by the geometry of the surface.
Property 4. All divisors cut out on the Shifrin surface by 2nd osculating spaces are reducible.
This example has a remarkable property that all its second osculating spaces have the same
dimension, which is one less than the expected one. For such surfaces Shifrin introduced in [16]
the following terminology.
Definition 5. We say that a surface X ⊆ P5 is perfectly hypo-osculating if
dimOsc
(2)
P (X) = 4
for every point P ∈ X.
He formulated a conjecture [16, Conjecture 0.6] to the effect that the surface discussed in this
part is the unique smooth perfectly hypo-osculating surface in P5. This conjecture was proved
Piene and Tai in [14]. Along these lines we propose a new Problem 23, we relax the assumption
of perfectly hypo-osculating and replace it by irreducible hypo-osculating divisors.
43 The Togliatti surface
In this section we discuss the classical example of Togliatti. Let XT ⊂ P
5 be the closure of the
image of the mapping
ψ : P2 ∋ (x : y : z) 99K (x2y : x2z : y2x : y2z : z2x : z2y) ∈ P5.
Let, as before, u0, . . . , u5 be the coordinates in P
5. Then the ideal I(XT ) definingXT is generated
by
u2u4 − u0u5, u1u3 − u0u5, u3u
2
4 − u1u
2
5, u0u
2
4 − u
2
1u5, u
2
3u4 − u2u
2
5
u0u3u4 − u1u2u5, u0u
2
3 − u
2
2u5, u1u
2
2 − u
2
0u3, u
2
1u2 − u
2
0u4
and its minimal free resolution is
S/I(XT )← S ← S(−2)
⊕2 ⊕ S(−3)⊕7 ← S(−4)⊕19 ← S(−5)⊕16 ← S(−6)⊕6 ← S(−7).
For a more geometric description let P1 = (1 : 0 : 0), P2 = (0 : 1 : 0) and P3 = (0 : 0 : 1) be
the coordinate points in P2 and let Z = {P1, P2, P3}. Identifying, as usual, global sections with
homogeneous polynomials, we may take as a basis of the linear system V = H0(P2,OP2(3)⊗ IZ)
the monomials
x2y, x2z, y2x, y2z, z2x, z2y, xyz.
Let f : Y → P2 be the blow up of P2 at P1, P2, P3 with exceptional divisors E1, E2, E3 respec-
tively, and let H = f∗OP2(1). Then the following holds.
Proposition 6. The linear system
M = 3H − E1 −E2 − E3
is very ample and determines an embedding
ϕM : Y → P
6,
which lifts the rational map
ψ˜ : P2 ∋ (x : y : z) 99K (x2y : x2z : y2x : y2z : z2x : z2y : xyz) ∈ P6,
i.e., the following diagram commutes
Y
P
2
P
6
f
ϕM
ψ˜
Then the Togliatti surface XT is the image of ϕM (Y ) under the projection π from the last
coordinate point (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P6. We have
Y P6
P
2
P
5
f
ϕM
pi
ψ
ψ˜
Proof. It suffices to note that M is the anti-canonical bundle on Y , which itself is the Del Pezzo
surface of degree 6.
5(0 : 0 : 1)
(0 : 1 : 0)(1 : 0 : 0)
P
Figure 1: CP
The hypo-osculating divisors for the Togliatti surface XT have an easy geometric interpre-
tation. Let P = (a : b : c) be a general point in P2. We may assume, in particular that a, b, c
are all non-zero. Then the polynomial
fP (x, y, z) = (cx− az)(cy − bz)(bx− ay)
defines a degree 3 curve (the union of 3 lines) vanishing in the three coordinate points of P2 and
vanishing at P to order 3. This is visualized in Figure 1.
Since
fP = bc
2 · x2y − b2c · x2z − ac2 · y2x+ a2c · y2z + ab2 · z2x− a2b · z2y, (1)
it corresponds to a divisor DP in P
5. Since multP DP = 3, we can identify Osc
(2)
P XT with DP .
Thus, similarly as in the case of the Shifrin surface, we have that all divisors DP are reducible.
Property 7. All divisors cut out on the Togliatti surface by 2nd osculating spaces are reducible.
4 The unexpected quartics and a B3-surface in P
5
In this section, which is the core of this note, we study a hypo-osculating surface in P5 whose
general osculating space of order 2 is determined by an irreducible divisor. We begin setting up
the notation and recalling basic properties proved in [2].
4.1 The ideal of the B3-surface
Let Z be the following set of points in P2:
P1 = (1 : 0 : 0), P2 = (0 : 1 : 0), P3 = (0 : 0 : 1),
P4 = (1 : 1 : 0), P5 = (1 : −1 : 0), P6 = (1 : 0 : 1),
P7 = (1 : 0 : −1), P8 = (0 : 1 : 1), P9 = (0 : 1 : −1).
These points impose independent conditions on quartics in P2. The vector spaceH0(P2,OP2(4)⊗
I(Z)) is generated by the following six quartics:
x2yz, xy2z, xyz2,
xy(x2 − y2), xz(x2 − z2), yz(y2 − z2)
(2)
and their set of zeroes is exactly Z (note that the saturated ideal I(Z) has one generator xyz
of degree 3 and three generators of degree 4).
6Let f : Y → P2 be the blow up at points P1, . . . , P9 with exceptional divisors E1, . . . , E9.
Let H = f∗OP2(1).
Proposition 8. The linear system
M = 4H − E1 − . . .− E9
is base point free and defines a morphism birational onto its image
ϕM : Y → P
5
which is an isomorphism away from the proper transforms of three lines
L1 : x = 0 through P2, P3, P8, P9,
L2 : y = 0 through P1, P3, P6, P7,
L3 : z = 0 through P1, P2, P4, P5.
Proof. Let
N1 = H − E2 −E3 − E8 − E9,
N2 = H − E1 −E3 − E6 − E7,
N3 = H − E1 −E2 − E4 − E5
be proper transformations of the lines L1, L2, L3.
To begin with, we show that M is nef. Note that
M.Ni = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3.
We have also M.Ei = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 9. Let C be a plane curve of degree d passing through the
points P1, . . . , P9 with multiplicity m1, . . . ,m9 different from L1, L2, L3. Let C˜ = dH −m1E1−
. . .−m9E9 be the proper transform of C. Then
0 ≤ C˜.N1 = d−m2 −m3 −m8 −m9,
0 ≤ C˜.N2 = d−m1 −m3 −m6 −m7,
0 ≤ C˜.N3 = d−m1 −m2 −m4 −m5.
Hence
3d− 2(m1 +m2 +m3)− (m4 +m5 +m6 +m7 +m8 +m9) ≥ 0.
Since
M.C˜ = 4d−
9∑
i=1
mi,
we conclude that M.C˜ > 0. So this shows not only that M is nef but also that N1, N2, N3 are
the only effective curves on Y orthogonal to M with respect to the intersection form.
The surface Y is an anticanonical surface. That means that −KY is an effective divisor.
Indeed, we have
−KY = N1 +N2 +N3 + E1 + E2 + E3.
Linear systems on anticanonical surfaces have been studied intensively by Harbourne. In [7,
Theorem III.1.(a)] he showed in particular that if Y is an anticanonical surface and M is a nef
linear system on Y such that (−KY .M) ≥ 2, then M is non-special, i.e. h
1(Y,M) = 0 and M
is base point free. These conditions hold in our situation, since
(−KY .M) = 12− 9 = 3.
In [8, Proposition 3.2] Harbourne showed moreover that on an anticanonical surface a nef class
M with M2 > 0 and such that (−KY .M) ≥ 3 defines a birational morphism onto a surface
obtained by contracting all curves perpendicular to M . Since M2 = 7 in our case, we conclude
that the image of Y under the morphism ϕ|M | is a surface XB of degree 7, singular at 3 points
resulting from contracting the curves N1, N2 and N3.
7Working with specific coordinates introduced at the beginning of this section, we can identify
XB as the closure of the image of the rational map
ψ : P2 ∋ (x : y : z) = (x2yz : xy2z : xyz2 : xy(x2 − y2) : xz(x2 − z2) : yz(y2 − z2)) ∈ P5. (3)
In particular, the image of
N1 is (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1),
N2 is (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0),
N3 is (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0).
Using the explicit description provided above, we conclude that the ideal I(XB) of the surface
XB in P
5 is generated by
u21 − u
2
2 − u0u5, u
2
0 − u
2
2 − u1u4, u2u3 − u1u4 + u0u5, u0u1u3 − u0u2u4 + u1u2u5 − u3u4u5
and its minimal free resolution is
S/I(XB)← S ← S(−2)
⊕3 ⊕ S(−3)← S(−4)⊕6 ← S(−5)⊕3.
4.2 Osculating spaces of the B3 surface
In this section we show that XB is hypo-osculating.
Proposition 9. The surface XB satisfies one Laplace equation.
Proof. Using the parametrization in (3), we determine second osculating spaces of XB . Let
P = (a : b : c) be a general point. Evaluating second order derivatives of ψ at P we get the
Hesse matrix HPψ.
xyz2 yz(y2 − z2) xy2z x2yz xz(x2 − z2) xy(x2 − y2)
∂2/∂2x 0 0 0 2bc 6ac 6ab
∂2/∂2y 0 6bc 2ac 0 0 −6ab
∂2/∂2z 2ab −6bc 0 0 −6ac 0
∂2/∂x∂y c
2 0 2bc 2ac 0 3(a2 − b2)
∂2/∂x∂z 2bc 0 b
2 2ab 3(a2 − c2) 0
∂2/∂y∂z 2ac 3(b
2 − c2) 2ab a2 0 0
It is easy to check either by hand or by a symbolic algebra computer program (we used Singular
[3]) that detHPψ = 0. This means that XB satisfies at least 1 Laplace equation of order 2.
Computing Λi(HPψ) for i = 5, 4, 3 we conclude that
• the rank of HPψ drops by at least 2 along the lines abc = 0,
• the rank of HPψ drops by 3 at the 3 coordinate points,
• the matrix HPψ has always rank at least 3.
4.3 The B3 surface and Lefschetz Properties
In [13] Mezzetti, Miro´-Roig and Ottaviani described a connection, based on Macaulay-Matlis
duality (also known as apolarity), between projective varieties satisfying at least one Laplace
equation and homogeneous ideals in a polynomial ring, generated by polynomials of equal de-
grees, and failing the Weak Lefschetz Property.
8Definition 10 (Weak Lefschetz Property). An artinian homogeneous ideal I in a polynomial
ring R = K[x0, . . . , xN ] (i.e. an ideal such that the Krull dimension of R/I is zero) satisfies the
Weak Lefschetz Property (WLP for short), if there exists a linear form ℓ ∈ (R/I)1 such that for
all integers d, the multiplication map
·ℓ : (R/I)d ∋ f → f · ℓ ∈ (R/I)d+1 (4)
has the maximal rank (i.e. the map is either injective or surjective).
Note that since the algebra R/I is finite dimensional over the ground field K the condition is
relevant for only finitely many values of d. If such an ℓ exists, then the maximal rank property
holds for a general linear form (i.e. taken from a Zariski open set in the vector space (R/I)1).
There is another notion defined similarly.
Definition 11 (Strong Lefschetz Property). An ideal I as in Definition 10 is said to satisfy the
Strong Lefschetz Property (SLP for short), if there exists ℓ as above such that the multiplication
map
·ℓk : (R/I)d ∋ f → f · ℓ
k ∈ (R/I)d+k (5)
has maximal rank for all d and all k ≥ 1.
An ideal I is said to fail the WLP in degree d if the map (4) is not of maximal rank for all
ℓ.
Similarly, an ideal I fails the SLP at range k and degree d if the map (5) is not of maximal
rank for all ℓ.
The interest in the WLP stems partly from the fact that this property imposes strong
constraints on the Hilbert function of I. In fact, there is a complete classification of Hilbert
functions of artinian algebras satisfying the WLP, [10, Proposition 3.5]. Many algebras are
expected to have this property but establishing it is often very difficult. On the other hand
ideals failing the WLP often exhibit additional peculiar properties of an algebraic or geometric
nature or give rise to such ideals via some standard constructions, for example Macaulay-Matlis
duality. We recall now briefly what this duality is. To this end let V be a K-vector space of
dimension N + 1 and let us identify the polynomial ring R over K with the symmetric algebra
of forms
R = ⊕d≥0 Sym
d V ∗.
We define the dual algebra
D = ⊕d≥0 Sym
d V.
Let x0, . . . , xN and y0, . . . , yN be dual bases of R and D, respectively. There is a natural pairing
Symj V ∗ ⊗ Symi V ∋ (F,G) −→ F ·G ∈ Symi−j V
inducing on D the structure of a graded R-module. We can think of this pairing as being defined
by partial differentiation in the following way
F ·G = F (∂/∂y0, . . . , ∂/∂yN )G.
Usually, one does not distinguish between the coordinates in R and D as in the following Ex-
ample.
Example 12. Let F1 = x
2yz and F2 = x
3y. Let G = (x+ y)4. Then
F1 ·G =
∂4
∂2x∂y∂z
G = 0,
F2 ·G =
∂4
∂3x∂y
(x4 + 4x3y + 6x2y2 + 4xy3 + y4) = 4.
9Definition 13 (Macaulay inverse system). Let I ⊂ R be a homogeneous ideal. The Macaulay
inverse system I−1 for I is
I−1 = {G ∈ D : F ·G = 0 for all F ∈ I} .
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the following fundamental result of Mezzetti,
Miro´-Roig and Ottaviani [13, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 14. For an artinian ideal I ⊂ R generated by r ≤
(
N+d−1
N−1
)
forms F1, . . . , Fr of degree
d the following conditions are equivalent:
i) the ideal I fails the WLP in degree d− 1;
ii) The forms F1, . . . , Fr become linearly dependent when restricted to a general hyperplane H
in PN ;
iii) The image X of PN under the morphism defined by the inverse system I−1 satisfies at
least one Laplace equation of order d− 1.
The points in Z determine in the dual projective plane a B3 arrangement of lines, which
is visualized in Figure 2. The missing ninth line is the line at infinity, z = 0. We consider
Figure 2: xyz(x2 − y2)(y2 − z2)(z2 − x2)
the artinian ideal J generated by the fourth powers of linear forms defining the lines in the B3
arrangement
J = 〈x4, y4, z4, (x− y)4, (x+ y)4, (x− z)4, (x+ z)4, (y − z)4, (y + z)4〉.
Theorem 14 does not apply directly to our situation because the number of generators 9 exceeds
the upper bound in its assumptions. However, as we shall see in a moment, condition iii) is
satisfied with the order d − 2 in place of d− 1. Thus it is natural to wonder if this property is
reflected in the way J fails some of Lefschetz Properties. To this end we compute first (as in
Example 12) the Macaulay-Matlis dual of J :
J−1 = 〈x2yz, xy2z, xyz2, xy(x2 − y2), xz(x2 − z2), yz(y2 − z2)〉.
Thus J−1 = 〈(I(Z))4〉 by (2). Hence the morphism determined by J
−1 is exactly the morphism
ψ defined in (3). By Proposition 9 the image XB of the inverse system satisfies one Laplace
equation of order 2.
It is convenient to write down explicitly all graded pieces of the artinian algebra A = R/J .
For i = 0, . . . , 3 we have Ai = (R/J)i =M
i, where M = 〈x, y, z〉 is the maximal ideal and
A4 = 〈xy
3, yz3, xz3, xyz2, xy2z, x2yz〉.
10
All other graded pieces of A are zero.
Thus the only interesting multiplication maps are those going to A4. Taking as a basis of
A2 the monomials x
2, y2, z2, xy, xz, yz and a general linear form ℓ = ax+ by + cz, we can write
down explicitly the matrix of the multiplication map
·ℓ2 : A2 −→ A4
as follows
xy3 xz3 yz3 xyz2 xy2z x2yz
x2 −2ab −2ac 0 0 0 2bc
y2 2ab 0 −2bc 0 2ac 0
z2 0 2ac 2bc 2ab 0 0
xy b2 − a2 0 0 c2 2bc 2ac
xz 0 c2 − a2 0 2bc b2 2ab
yz 0 0 c2 − b2 2ac 2ab a2
This matrix has rank at most 5 and at least 3 for any value of a, b, c. The stratification of the
degeneracy locus of ·ℓ2 is in fact exactly the same as that of ψ as described in section 4.2. Thus
we have recovered [5, Proposition 7.3].
Proposition 15. The ideal J fails the SLP in range 2 at degree 2.
Remark 16. The equivalence between the failure of the SLP in range 2 and degree d−2 and the
existence of a non-trivial Laplace equation for the image of P2 under the mapping determined by
the inverse system of J has been observed recently also by Di Gennaro and Ilardi in [4, Corollary
25] and in a more general setting by Di Gennaro, Ilardi and Valle`s in [5, Theorem 5.1].
4.4 Unexpected quartics, the B3 surface and BMSS duality
The surfaceXB is of special interest, because in contrast to the Shifrin and the Togliatti surfaces,
its second osculating space at a general point cuts out an irreducible divisor. Additionally, the
BMSS duality (see [9, Section 4]) associates to XB a companion surface X
′
B , which is also a
Togliatti-type surface. We describe these phenomena in this section.
To begin with we identify the hypo-osculating divisors.
Lemma 17. Let P = (a : b : c) be a general point in P2. Then the quartic
fP (x : y : z) = 3a(b
2 − c2) · x2yz + 3b(c2 − a2) · xy2z + 3c(a2 − b2) · xyz2
+ a3 · yz(y2 − z2)− b3 · xz(x2 − z2) + c3 · xy(x2 − y2) (6)
vanishes at all points of Z and has a triple point at P .
Proof. The existence of fP has been observed indirectly in [5, Proposition 7.3]. This observation
has been repeated explicitly in [2]. In fact it has been the starting point of research presented
in this article. The explicit equation of fP was found in [1, Section 2].
It has been also observed in [1] that the equation (6) can be written down as a cubic in
(a : b : c) variables. More precisely we have the following.
Lemma 18. Let Q = (x : y : z) be a general point in P2 with coordinates (a : b : c). Then the
cubic
gQ(a : b : c) = yz(y
2 − z2) · a3 + xz(z2 − x2) · b3 + xy(x2 − y2) · c3
+ 3x2yz · a(b2 − c2)− 3xy2z · b(a2 − c2) + 3xyz2 · c(a2 − b2) (7)
has a triple point at Q.
11
Proof. It is a straightforward calculation.
The interplay between fP and gQ has been studied in a much more general setting in [9,
Section 4]. Here we take a slightly different point of view.
Proposition 19. Let I ′ = 〈a3, b3, c3, a(b2 − c2), b(a2 − c2), c(a2 − b2)〉 and let
η : P2 ∋ (a : b : c) −→ (a3 : b3 : c3 : a(b2 − c2) : b(a2 − c2) : c(a2 − b2)) ∈ P5
be the associated rational map. Then
• η is a morphism (i.e. the ideal I ′ is artinian),
• the image of η is a smooth surface X ′B of degree 9,
• the ideal I(X ′B) has the following minimal free resolution
S/I(X ′B)← S ← S(−3)
⊕7⊕S(−4)⊕2 ← S(−4)⊕3⊕S(−5)⊕19 ← S(−6)⊕21 ← S(−7)⊕8 ← S(−8).
Proof. These claims are easy to check by a symbolic algebra program.
We call the surface X ′B the (BMSS) companion surface of XB . It enjoys several peculiar
properties which are listed in the next proposition.
Proposition 20. The surface X ′B is hypo-osculating. Moreover, we have
dimOsc
(2)
Q X
′
B = 4
for all points Q ∈ P2 with the exception of points Q ∈ Z, where dimOsc
(2)
Pi
X ′B = 3 for i =
1, . . . , 9.
Proof. The assertion follows directly from the analysis of the Hesse matrix of η along the same
lines as in the proof of Proposition 9. We omit the easy calculations.
Since I ′ has 6 generators, it is unexpected that it contains the element gQ vanishing to order
3 at a general point Q. Of course, a cubic curve with a triple point splits in a product of lines,
so, similarly as in the case of the Shifrin and the Togliatti surfaces we obtain the following.
Property 21. All divisors cut out on the companion B3 surface by 2nd osculating spaces are
reducible.
5 Final remarks
We conclude the note with the following two problems, which we hope to come back to in the
near future.
Problem 22. Are there companion varieties for other Togliatti-type varieties?
Note that there is a certain renaissance of interest in Togliatti systems and hypo-osculating
varieties stemming partly from their connection to Lefschetz Properties and partly from the new
research direction of unexpected hypersurfaces established in [2], see also [12], [4], [11].
It follows immediately from (1) that the companion surface for the Togliatti surface is the
surface itself. In other words, the Togliatti surface is BMSS self-dual.
Taking into account Properties 4, 7, 21 and the irreducibility of hypo-osculating divisors on
the B3 surface, it is tempting to ask the following question, which seems more feasible than the
Shifrin conjecture mentioned in section 2.
Problem 23. Does there exist a smooth Togliatti-type surface X in P5 such that the divisor
cut out on X by the second osculating space at a general point is irreducible?
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